ABSTRACT Starting from a previous model for the shift mechanics of rubber belt variators, this lecture elaborates practical design formulas for the torque and the axial thrust making use of the very close resemblance of the belt path to a linear spiral of Archimedes along a large part of the arc of contact. In addition, as an alternative to the modern calculus tools, it is shown how the drive variables can be equally calculated applying some propositions of Archimedes' classical treatise περι 'ελικων (On Spirals).
INTRODUCTION
The usual operation of the continuously variable transmissions (CVT) for vehicles or motorcycles consists in a random continuous change of the speed ratio, where a gross radial motion of the belt toward the inside or outside of the groove is superimposed to the circular motion. Only a few approaches to the CVT transient mechanics can be found in the literature (see references in [1, 2] ) and a practical formulary is still missing. The present paper resumes the theory of [1] and constructs useful design formulas for the torque and the axial thrust. The full equation system is strongly non linear and its exact solution requires complex numerical procedures. Attempts at approximate solutions were carried out for some applicative cases [2] , achieving a very fine agreement with experiments. Here, a much simpler formulation will be developed, taking advantage of the Archimedean spiral shape of the instantaneous belt line.
The involvement of Archimedes in the mechanics of machines was quite relevant and several ingenious devices are to be ascribed to him, both for the civil and military application, though such inventions arose more from practical occasional requirements than from his intimate disposition to this kind of activity [3, 4] . Among many other interests, he was also concerned with the cable and belt mechanics and for example, his compound-pulley tackles (πολύσπαστα) for the launch of very big ships are recorded by the historians. Nevertheless, he preferred the speculative aspects of the theoretical mechanics and the investigation on several mathematical and geometrical problems regarding plane and solid figures [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . His treatise on spirals, though characterized by a limited divulgation in the past, may be recognized of a great modernity after more than two thousand years and may still yield alternative methods for the solution of today's mechanical problems, as will be shown also in the following.
The history of belt mechanics is traced by Gerbert in ref. [8] . Despite the extensive use of cable and rope devices in the antiquity, the theoretical analysis of the belt drives originates only in recent centuries, starting from the well known capstan formula of Euler-Eytelwein and proceeding with the fundamental distinction made by Grashof between the adhesive arc (Ruhebogen) and the sliding arc (Gleitbogen). The V-shaped belts were introduced by John Gates at the beginning of the 20 th century. Their analysis and their use in variable speed drives date from more recent times (Lutz, Worley, Dittrich, Gerbert) and also the author of the present paper has been working in this research area during the last years.
BELT-PULLEY COUPLING
A scheme of the belt element with the wall forces is represented in Fig. 1a , while Fig. 1b shows some details about the geometry and kinematics of the belt path. These figures may be used as a reference for the notation.
Putting θ = θ(t) and r = r [t,θ(t) ] along the trajectory of a belt element, one has dr/dt = r& +θ & r', where dots and primes indicate the differentiation with respect to t and θ respectively. Moreover, letting x = (r ∞ − r) /r ∞ be the dimensionless elastic penetration of the belt, where r ∞ is the nominal radius for infinite transverse stiffness of the belt, the self-evident geometrical relationship r' = − r tanχ gives
The above formulas give rise to the relationship vsinδ = vcosδtanχ − r& , while the triangle of velocities points out that vcosδ − ωr − vsinδtanγ = 0, and such two relationships yield vcosδ(1 − tanχtanγ) = ωr(1 − ρtanγ), where ρ = r& /(ω⋅r) ≅ ∞ r& /(ω⋅r ∞ ) is the dimensionless shift speed. Therefore, if χ ρ tan = , then vcosδ = ωr and vsinδ = 0, i.e. there is adhesion between the belt and the pulley and one has x' = (1 − x)ρ by Eq. (1), so that the belt has the shape of a logarithmic spiral. Nevertheless, as x << 1, the instant path can be confused with a linear spiral of Archimedes.
